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item bidding item duplicator skyblade item duplicator NEW A: Skyblade does not have a direct use for the overall "power" attribute, since it is used to grant items and weapon enchantment bonuses. However, you can also mix and match gear to give you different effects. For example, you can obtain a sword with 2 Atk/DEF mod, and a ring with 5 Block/Fire
mod, and have both of those items equiped on your character. You can also use SB items to give your attribute bonuses, or even your resistances. You can find these stats listed on the item screen, when you click on the "Equip" button on a SB item. The bonus stats for a SB item are as follows: Att Def Mod Atk Mod Fire/Cold/Poison/Water Resist Mod Blast Resist
Mod Thunder Resist Mod If you can't find a ring with 1 of the 5 bonuses listed on the previous list, you can try using items with bonuses outside of the power list. So far, I have found these bonuses: 1+1 = 2 1+2 = 3 1+3 = 4 1+4 = 5 1+5 = 6 1+6 = 7 1+7 = 8 1+8 = 9 1+9 = 10 Q: Whose answer is this? Why is it deleted? I am confused: I submitted a question some

weeks ago. I don't remember the question now and would be glad if it is re-opened. The reason was that it was not clear to me and it would have been interesting to me (actually it was) to know a little bit more on some open problems. Then after some days I got two answers. One was mine, and the other one was very interesting. I even upvoted the other answer,
and my answer became more visible. I can see that the answer with the highest number of votes got deleted, but I can't see that my answer was deleted. Can someone explain me why my answer was deleted and maybe tell me who deleted it and when? Thanks! A: On May 31st I deleted your question and one of your answers. Why? The question is pretty much

equivalent to a question I asked myself: "Who was that mathematica user?"
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